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IntroductionIntroduction  

‣‣ More and more enterprises are being created and More and more enterprises are being created and 

developed by thirddeveloped by third--aged entrepreneurs aged entrepreneurs ((4545+ + yearsyears)); ;   

‣‣ These enterprisesThese enterprises, , and their and their 33rdrd  age entrepreneursage entrepreneurs, , 

are increasingly being challenged to more reactive are increasingly being challenged to more reactive 

to external challengesto external challenges, , like reducing their carbon like reducing their carbon 

footprintfootprint;;  

‣‣ Universities need to support these entreprisesUniversities need to support these entreprises;;  

‣‣ These entrepreneurs have a set of unwritten rules These entrepreneurs have a set of unwritten rules 

that drive and determine their overall business that drive and determine their overall business 

modelmodel..  



Context of Knowledge Transfer Context of Knowledge Transfer 

at UHat UH  

University of Hertfordshire has won the University of Hertfordshire has won the   

prestigious THE prestigious THE ‘‘Entrepreneurial University Entrepreneurial University   

of the Yearof the Year’’  awardaward  

Roles associated with KTRoles associated with KT  

UH KT activitiesUH KT activities  

UH Business School activities UH Business School activities   



Aims of our Applied Aims of our Applied 

ResearchResearch  

‣‣ To understand the value of Knowledge Transfer To understand the value of Knowledge Transfer 

Partnerships in delivering valuePartnerships in delivering value//insight of insight of 33rdrd  age age 

business entrepreneursbusiness entrepreneurs’’  business modelbusiness model, , through through 

the engagement of intrapreneurs the engagement of intrapreneurs ((associatesassociates) ) and and 

academics to help the innovation processacademics to help the innovation process..  

‣‣ What are the factors driving the changes to the What are the factors driving the changes to the 

entrepreneursentrepreneurs’’  business modelbusiness model??  



Knowledge Transfer PartnershipKnowledge Transfer Partnership  



Context of the ResearchContext of the Research::  

What is an EntrepreneurWhat is an Entrepreneur??  

The simplest definition is by Thompson The simplest definition is by Thompson ((19991999) ) stating stating 

that an that an ““entrepreneur is a person who spots a new entrepreneur is a person who spots a new 

opportunity and is minded to act on it and start opportunity and is minded to act on it and start 

somethingsomething””  



What is the Business ModelWhat is the Business Model  

The business model is both aThe business model is both a  

““a statement of how a firm will make money and sustain its a statement of how a firm will make money and sustain its 

profit over timeprofit over time’’  and and   

““the design of key interdependent systems that create and the design of key interdependent systems that create and 

sustaina a competitive businesssustaina a competitive business””  

These two statements bring together the two elements of These two statements bring together the two elements of 

building a sustainable business modelbuilding a sustainable business model..  



EnterprisesEnterprises’’  Engagement with a Engagement with a 

Knowledge HubKnowledge Hub  

From initial discussionsFrom initial discussions//interviewsinterviews, , business business 

entrepreneurs expressedentrepreneurs expressed::  

‣‣A clear perspective of the Environmental Opportunities and A clear perspective of the Environmental Opportunities and 

Threats existing in their marketsThreats existing in their markets;;  

‣‣ The benefits of developing a Strategic approach that would The benefits of developing a Strategic approach that would 

match their own visionmatch their own vision, , values and practicesvalues and practices;;  

‣‣ To challenge their Business ModelTo challenge their Business Model??????  

‣‣ To get the To get the 6767% % government subsidy for a strategic projectgovernment subsidy for a strategic project;;  

‣‣ To work with the University and to engage a high calibre To work with the University and to engage a high calibre 

intrapreneurintrapreneur..  



Typical Businesses attracted to Typical Businesses attracted to 

KTPsKTPs  



Defining the EnterprisesDefining the Enterprises’’  Business Business 

ModelModel  

Important Building Blocks of Important Building Blocks of 

BMsBMs  
Challenges and IssuesChallenges and Issues  

Industry ModelIndustry Model  How does the enterprise create and maintain its own white spacesHow does the enterprise create and maintain its own white spaces  

Revenue ModelRevenue Model  How does the enterprise generate revenues and profitsHow does the enterprise generate revenues and profits  

Enterprise ModelEnterprise Model  Rationale for the business processesRationale for the business processes  



Research Strategy Research Strategy ::  

  Action ResearchAction Research  

Entrepreneurial Entrepreneurial 

VariablesVariables  
CommentsComments  

AgeAge  Must be Must be 45 45 years or years or olderolder..  

Business TypeBusiness Type  
Any SectorAny Sector, , but either be in the first stages of venture creation or but either be in the first stages of venture creation or 

within within 4.54.5  years of original start or takeyears of original start or take--over of business over of business 

entrepreneurentrepreneur. .   

RelationshipRelationship  
LongLong--term business engagementterm business engagement, , to enable longitudinal study of to enable longitudinal study of 

the entrepreneur and business developmentthe entrepreneur and business development  

Sample SizeSample Size  3030+ (+ (KTPsKTPs, , KEEPs and sKTPsKEEPs and sKTPs))  



Research Findings Research Findings ::  

33rdrd  age Entrepreneurial Mindset age Entrepreneurial Mindset 

ChangeChange  

33rdrd  age entrepreneurage entrepreneur’’s mindset of their business s mindset of their business 

modelmodel::  

‣‣   ““a common mental set of beliefsa common mental set of beliefs, , views or conventional views or conventional 

wisdom about how they compete in their industrywisdom about how they compete in their industry, , 

strategic groupstrategic group, , value chains and chosen marketvalue chains and chosen market””  

((LeiboldLeibold, , Voelpel et alVoelpel et al. . 20042004) ) pppp. . 6161.  .    
  



Link between the Mindset BM and Link between the Mindset BM and 

their Business Modeltheir Business Model  



Changes to their Mindset Changes to their Mindset 

Business Model Business Model ((innerinner))  

•• Enterprise Business Model ChangesEnterprise Business Model Changes  ––  what are they considering on what are they considering on 

changing in their business model and whychanging in their business model and why??::  

–– Self Efficacy Self Efficacy ((SelfSelf--beliefbelief) ) and Riskand Risk--takingtaking> > Market Identification evaluation Market Identification evaluation ––  those those 33rdrd  

age entrepreneurs that have age entrepreneurs that have selfself--belief belief and are prepared toand are prepared to  take risks take risks are the most open are the most open 

to reassessing their marketplace and undertaking internal resourto reassessing their marketplace and undertaking internal resource audits ce audits ––  identifying new identifying new 

knowledge needs against market opportunitiesknowledge needs against market opportunities;;  

–– AchievementAchievement  > > Knowledge ExpertiseKnowledge Expertise, , Market identification and LeadershipMarket identification and Leadership––  as expected as expected 

those that are those that are achievement orientated achievement orientated are very much focused on those parts of the are very much focused on those parts of the 

business model that are linked to the revenue model business model that are linked to the revenue model ––  accessing knowledge accessing knowledge & & expertiseexpertise, , 

knowledge of the marketplace and resource allocation to address knowledge of the marketplace and resource allocation to address opps and threatsopps and threats..  

How does this effect the KTPHow does this effect the KTP  ––  the strong desire to achieve personal the strong desire to achieve personal 

goals is reflected in their need to regoals is reflected in their need to re--evaluate their business model in evaluate their business model in 

delivering this delivering this ––  hence their engagementhence their engagement!!  



Environmental Factors Environmental Factors ––  challenges challenges 

from outside the Enterprise from outside the Enterprise ((outerouter))  

•• Enterprise Business Model ChangesEnterprise Business Model Changes  ––  driven by environmental driven by environmental 

opportunities and threatsopportunities and threats??::  

–– Marketplace HostilityMarketplace Hostility> > Entrepreneurial initiatedEntrepreneurial initiated, , search leadership and relevant search leadership and relevant 

knowledge knowledge & & expertise expertise ––  as expected marketplace hostility drives these as expected marketplace hostility drives these 33rdrd  age age 

entrepreneurs to both initiate change and start the search proceentrepreneurs to both initiate change and start the search process of identifying ss of identifying 

relevant and valuable knowledge and expertise from outside the erelevant and valuable knowledge and expertise from outside the enterprisenterprise;;  

–– Finance and Personal support Finance and Personal support > > Market identification and business legitimacyMarket identification and business legitimacy––  are are 

both influential in potentially questioning the business processboth influential in potentially questioning the business processes of legitimacy es of legitimacy 

development and marketplace evaluationdevelopment and marketplace evaluation.  .  Lack of perceived business support and Lack of perceived business support and 

environmental risks affects their abilities to identify externalenvironmental risks affects their abilities to identify external  knowledge and expertiseknowledge and expertise..  

How does this effect the KTPHow does this effect the KTP  ––  hostility in the market drives the entrepreneur hostility in the market drives the entrepreneur 

to seek external knowledge and expertiseto seek external knowledge and expertise, , yet lack of awareness of the yet lack of awareness of the 

services available limits their ability to effectively identify services available limits their ability to effectively identify these resources these resources ––  

general awareness of KTPgeneral awareness of KTP’’s and other GFSS initiativess and other GFSS initiatives..  
  



Summary of Entrepreneurial Summary of Entrepreneurial 

Mindset ChangeMindset Change  
‣‣ Mindset Business Models Mindset Business Models ––  do entrepreneurs have a mindset do entrepreneurs have a mindset 

business model of how their business worksbusiness model of how their business works??  

YesYes, , findings from previous research studies confirm a somewhat hierafindings from previous research studies confirm a somewhat hierarchical rchical 

approach to the evaluation of environmental opportunities and thapproach to the evaluation of environmental opportunities and threatsreats.  .  First the First the 

interpretation and understanding of these against their valuesinterpretation and understanding of these against their values, , vision and existing vision and existing 

practicespractices.  .  SecondlySecondly, , if requiredif required, , a rea re--evaluation of their mindset business model evaluation of their mindset business model ––  

this when they normally search for external helpthis when they normally search for external help. .   

  

‣‣ Is this Is this Mindset Business Model Mindset Business Model influenced by psychological influenced by psychological 

factors factors ––  personalitypersonality, , motivationmotivation, , experience and feasibility and experience and feasibility and 

desirabilitydesirability::  

YesYes, , findings from previous research studies suggest that personalityfindings from previous research studies suggest that personality  traitstraits, , 

experience and feasibility and desirability influence the desireexperience and feasibility and desirability influence the desire  to achieve and their to achieve and their 

selfself--efficacyefficacy, , which in turn influences the desire to acquire further knowledgewhich in turn influences the desire to acquire further knowledge  and and 

expertiseexpertise, , identify the marketidentify the market, , and mobilise relevant resourcesand mobilise relevant resources, , but not the need to but not the need to 

legitimize the processlegitimize the process??  

  



Summary of Entrepreneurial Summary of Entrepreneurial 

Mindset ChangeMindset Change  

‣‣ Mindset Business Models Mindset Business Models influenced by Environmental Factors influenced by Environmental Factors 

––  do environmental factors impact on their mindset business modeldo environmental factors impact on their mindset business model??  

‣‣ YesYes, , hostility in the marketplace hostility in the marketplace ((competitive pressurescompetitive pressures, , legislation and customer legislation and customer 

loyaltyloyalty) ) impacts on their need to instigate changesimpacts on their need to instigate changes, , to acquire valued knowledge and to acquire valued knowledge and 

expertise inside and outside the enterpriseexpertise inside and outside the enterprise, , and provide guidance on where to and provide guidance on where to 

searchsearch..  

‣‣ Business and Personal supportBusiness and Personal support, , and environmental risksand environmental risks, , again both influence the again both influence the 

need to focus on searching for future options need to focus on searching for future options ––  where to get the next product and where to get the next product and 

service offeringservice offering??  

‣‣ Finance and personal support are important in driving the entrepFinance and personal support are important in driving the entrepreneurs to legitimize reneurs to legitimize 

their mindset business model to otherstheir mindset business model to others;;  

  



33rd Age Entrepreneurs have a rd Age Entrepreneurs have a 

Strategic OrientationStrategic Orientation  



Emergent Themes from Case Emergent Themes from Case 

StudiesStudies  

Entrepreneurial MindsetsEntrepreneurial Mindsets::  

‣‣ VisionVision  ––  those entrepreneurs who are more open and those entrepreneurs who are more open and 

have deeper understanding of their relative marketplaces have deeper understanding of their relative marketplaces 

have a more diverse knowledge base and more have a more diverse knowledge base and more 

accepting of new thought worldsaccepting of new thought worlds;;  

‣‣ Values Values ––  those entrepreneurs who have a combination those entrepreneurs who have a combination 

of industryof industry, , revenue and process values gain more from revenue and process values gain more from 

knowledge exchange activitiesknowledge exchange activities;;  

‣‣ PracticesPractices  ––  accepting of new practices and the value accepting of new practices and the value 

they can and will deliverthey can and will deliver..  
  



Emergent Themes from Case Emergent Themes from Case 

StudiesStudies  

Business Model ChangesBusiness Model Changes::  

‣‣ Market orientated Market orientated ––  It is still amazing how many It is still amazing how many 

businesses were not market orientatedbusinesses were not market orientated, , taking a taking a 

prospective strategyprospective strategy. . Our influence was to change them Our influence was to change them 

to being analytical in their existing markets and in to being analytical in their existing markets and in 

developing new marketsdeveloping new markets//opportunitiesopportunities;;  

‣‣ Knowledge Knowledge & & ExpertiseExpertise  ––  developing effective developing effective 

relationship networks to access new competenciesrelationship networks to access new competencies;;  
  



Emergent Themes from Case Emergent Themes from Case 

StudiesStudies  

Strategic OrientationStrategic Orientation::  

‣‣ Strategic orientation was largely dictated by the Strategic orientation was largely dictated by the 

entrepreneurs mindset business model entrepreneurs mindset business model ((visionvision, , values values 

and practicesand practices)), , did they have a vision that spanned the did they have a vision that spanned the 

industryindustry, , revenue and process modelsrevenue and process models?  ?  If they did then If they did then 

they were more open to changethey were more open to change, , and reflect this in their and reflect this in their 

mindset business model and lead this in their mindset business model and lead this in their 

enterprisesenterprises’’  business modelbusiness model..  
  



Further ResearchFurther Research  

•• Areas of Further ResearchAreas of Further Research  

‣‣33rdrd  Age Entrepreneurial Traits Age Entrepreneurial Traits ––  the ability to changethe ability to change  

‣‣Business Model Business Model ––  adaptability of their enterprise to adaptability of their enterprise to 

changechange  

‣‣Knowledge Exchange Knowledge Exchange ––  changing the perception of changing the perception of 

enterprises to working with and share knowledge enterprises to working with and share knowledge   

with Knowledge Hubs with Knowledge Hubs ((ee..gg. . UniversitiesUniversities, , etcetc.).)  



Thank YouThank You  

Any QuestionsAny Questions??  


